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Inducing Herding with Capacity Constraints∗ Alexei Parakhonyak† and Nick Vikander‡ September 2016 Abstract This paper shows that a firm may benefit from restricting capacity so as to trigger herding behaviour from consumers, in situations where such behavior is otherwise unlikely. We consider a setting with social learning, where consumers observe sales from previous cohorts and update beliefs about product quality before making their purchase. A capacity constraint directly limits sales but also results in coarser information: upon observing a sellout, consumers attach positive probability to all levels of demand that exceed the constraint. The resulting discrete jump in beliefs following a sellout benefits the firm, and can make it optimal to restrict capacity.
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Introduction



The purpose of this paper is to show that firms may want to strategically restrict capacity in order to influence consumer learning, specifically in a way that triggers positive purchase cascades. As is standard in the literature on social learning (see foundational papers by Banerjee (1992) and Bikhchandani et al. (1992)), each consumer receives a noisy private signal about the quality of the product or service, but also infers some information from observing sales from other consumers. To illustrate the mechanism by which capacity affects consumer beliefs, consider ten consumers who visit a firm. Suppose, as in Sgroi (2002), that each consumer follows her own private signal, and hence buys if and only if that signal was good. Another consumer who arrives in a later round and observes initial sales of three may well refuse to buy, even if her own signal was good, because she infers that only three out of the ten others had a good signal. But if the firm had initially limited its capacity to three sales per period, then the consumer would observe a sellout, and infer that at least three out of the ten other signals were good. That may well be sufficiently good news for the consumer to buy, even if her own signal was bad. This example demonstrates how restricting capacity can influence consumer learning in a way that benefits the firm. For exactly the same history, a firm without the capacity constraint ends up in a negative cascade (no new arrivals want to buy), whereas a firm with the capacity constraint ends up in a positive cascade (all new arrivals want to buy). In the latter case consumers want to buy because the sellout makes them more optimistic about product quality. However, this potential positive change in beliefs comes at a cost, since the capacity-constrained firm must turn some consumers away, because it cannot serve the whole market. Our analysis focuses on this trade-off. In particular, we are interested in whether a firm might find it optimal to restrict capacity, even though limited capacity may lead to rationing. There is certainly evidence of a variety of products where demand can far outstrip supply. 2



Debo et al. (2012) mention that consumers faced significant waiting times for Cabbage Patch Kids in 1983 and Beanie Babies in the 1990s, when these products were launched, and suggest this was a result of strategic firm decisions. In the United Kingdom, Boots anti-ageing No.7 serum attracted such long queues that it needed to be rationed to consumers.1 Highend restaurants also often have very long waiting lists. “Noma” in Copenhagen opens up bookings for dates three months in advance, and tables are still notoriously difficult to come by. Reported waiting times to dine at “Damon Baehrel” or “Club 33” in the United States range from ten to fourteen years. Music festivals, such as those in Roskilde and Reading, also often sell out well in advance, with tickets for Glastonbury 2016 selling out in just 30 minutes.2 The analysis in this paper suggests that these type of situations, with restricted capacity and excess demand, can arise from seller profit-maximizing behavior. Our paper is closely related to a growing literature on social learning. In our paper, like in Arieli (2016), we assume that consumers arrive in cohorts, or generations, and observe only the actions of their predecessors.3 The set of observable actions (i.e. whether earlier consumers demanded the product) is neither exogenous, as in most of the literature, nor stochastic. It instead depends in part on whether the firm chose to restrict capacity. The use of a capacity constraint effectively coarsens the information available to consumers, since they cannot infer the exact number of earlier consumers who demanded the product if that number exceeds capacity.4 We show that the firm can sometimes profit from imposing a capacity constraint, even though this potentially limits total sales, because it can also increase the probability of a 1



See http://www.nottinghampost.com/miracle-cream/story-21088010-detail/story.html. See http://www.glastonburyfestivals.co.uk/glastonbury-2016-tickets-sell-out-in-30-minutes/ 3 The idea that agents arrive in cohorts can also be found in Banerjee and Fudenberg (2004) and in 2



Monz´ on (forthcoming) 4 An implication is that the set of observed consumer actions and their signals are not independent in our setting, as they are in Acemoglu et al. (2011) where the network topology does not depend on the actions of consumers.
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positive purchase cascade. That is a situation where consumers all buy regardless of their own private signal. Such cascades can occur in our setting because consumers have bounded private beliefs, i.e. a single private signal can never lead consumers to always ignore public information, no matter how strong that public information is. As is known from Smith and Sørensen (2000) and Acemoglu et al. (2011), bounded private beliefs present the possibility for “pathological” outcomes, where all consumers might herd on the wrong action.5 This is precisely the mechanism which the firm exploits by limiting capacity. By selling out, the firm is interested to start a cascade which it finds favourable, but is not necessarily favorable for consumers, who may all buy even though product quality is low. This strategic aspect of the firm’s capacity choice is helpful in understanding our results. In particular, we show that the firm typically benefits from setting a capacity constraint in situations which a priori look grim, i.e. when prior beliefs about quality are quite low, and signals are quite accurate. The flip side is that if the firm expects that on average more than half of consumers will receive positive signals, then it will never want to restrict capacity. The reason is quite straightforward: selling to more than half of consumers is already sufficient to trigger a positive cascade, so there is no reason to further improve this probability by restricting capacity, given that doing so also limits total sales. We show that the decision to set up the constraint is monotone in the discount factor, so a more patient firm has a large incentive to restrict capacity. This result follows naturally from the fact that a capacity constraint always reduces immediate expected profits, and all potential gains from a cascade come in future periods. Unfortunately, due to the combinatorial nature of the problem, a precise characterization of the optimal capacity is very challenging. Two conditions must be satisfied for a constraint to be optimal: it should deliver higher profits than any other constraint, and it 5



Smith and Sørensen (2000) and Acemoglu et al. (2011) both consider settings where individual agents



arrive sequentially. Monz´ on (forthcoming) shows agents may herd on the wrong action when they arrive in successive cohorts, in a setting with aggregate uncertainty.
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must be more profitable than remaining unconstrained. Depending on the circumstances, the optimal constraint may induce a sufficient shift in beliefs to trigger a positive cascade following a single sellout, or such a cascade may only occur after the firm sells out multiple times.6 Nonetheless, we show that for any capacity constraint, there are situations where setting precisely this constraint yields higher profits than remaining unconstrained, and also generates a positive cascade after a single sell out. We also show by means of numerical analysis that profits can be non-monotone in the level of capacity. Turning to the literature, other work on social learning has touched on related concerns about imperfect information over the history of play (Acemoglu et al. (2011) and Monz´on and Rapp (2014)) or congestion in learning (Eyster et al. (2014)). The closest paper in this literature, and one of the few that looks at strategic manipulation of the information available to consumers, is Debo et al. (2012). In their model, the firm knows its own quality, and chooses a service speed for consumers who arrive according to a Poisson process. Consumers are either informed and know product quality or are uninformed and do not. A long queue suggests to uninformed customers that informed consumer demand is high (and hence so is quality), giving the firm an incentive to slow down service to influence these beliefs. However, if the service is too slow, the queue becomes too long and consumers are driven away. The mechanism in Debo et al. (2012) is similar to ours in its broad lines; restricting capacity and slowing down service both reduce immediate profits, but also influence consumer beliefs in a way that can increase profits in the future. That being said, there are important differences. First, the focus of their analysis is on quality signaling, whereas we assume the firm does not know its quality when setting the constraint. Second, consumers in our setting are not fully informed or uninformed, but instead receive boundedly informative private signals. Third, the mechanism of increasing profits in their paper is just the opposite to 6



Suppose for example that one hundred consumers visit a firm that has set a capacity of one. A single



sellout then only implies that at least one of the consumers had a positive signal. This will have little impact on other consumers’ beliefs, and is unlikely to makes them ignore their private signals.
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ours: they show how longer queues provide consumers with more information, while in our case restricting capacity provides consumers with less.7 Finally, consumer decision-making in our paper is solely based on inferred quality and does not depend on any cost of waiting. Bose et al. (2006) and Bose et al. (2008) both analyze how dynamic pricing, rather than restricting capacity, can influence consumer learning, in a setting where individual consumers are served sequentially. They show how the firm’s choice of price affects what consumers can infer about product quality from observing each others’ purchases. In our setting, a capacity constraint also affects consumer inference, but in a very different way: it explicitly hides information from consumers in precisely those situations where demand exceeds capacity, so that consumers become more optimistic after observing a sellout. We do not explicitly consider pricing in our analysis, effectively assuming that any fixed price for the service is reflected in the value of the consumers’ outside option. Allowing the seller to optimize over both price and capacity would complicate the analysis, but would not change the basic mechanism by which sellouts can increase subsequent demand. Our analysis also shares certain features with the literature on Bayesian Persuasion that has followed from Rayo and Segal (2010) and Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011). Typically, in these models, a Sender faces a Receiver, where the Sender’s payoff depends on the Receiver’s action, and the Receiver’s optimal action depends on the state. The Sender does not know the state but commits to a signal structure that determines the information available to the Receiver. Translated to our setting, the firm always wants consumers to buy, consumers only want to buy if quality is high, and the firm is uninformed about product quality but can influence consumer inference through its choice of capacity constraint. The twist in our setting is that the relevant information for consumers pertains to other consumers’ actions. It is the interaction between these endogenous actions (how many demand the product) and the capacity constraint (how many at most can buy the product) that determine what 7



In Section 4, we elaborate on this discussion of revealing information vs. hiding information, and briefly



relate our analysis to other work.
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consumers observe (number of sales). The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides the description of the model. Section 3 contains the analysis, where we derive our main results. Section 4 follows with discussion and then concludes. Technical proofs can be found in the appendix.
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Model



Suppose there is a service of unknown quality and two possible states of the world, Ω = {G, B}. In state G, the service is of good quality and delivers to each consumer who uses it a value of uG = 1. In state B, quality is bad and the consumer who uses the service obtains uB = 0. A consumer who does not use the service gets reservation utility r. The actual state of the world is known neither to the service provider nor to the consumers at the moment when they make their decisions. A priory beliefs are that P (G) ≡ β and P (B) = 1 − β. Before making her decision, each consumer receives a noisy private signal about the state of the world s ∈ {g, b}. We assume that signal accuracy does not depend on the state, which simplifies some of our derivations. Assumption 1. P (g|G) = P (b|B) ≡ α ∈ (1/2, 1). As our aim is to show the existence of situations where the service provider can benefit from restricting its capacity, imposing symmetry from the outset can only make our task more difficult. We also assume that α is bounded away from one, so our signals are boundedly informative. Thus there is no asymptotic learning (see Smith and Sørensen (2000) and Acemoglu et al. (2011)) and there is a possibility of both positive and negative cascades, where consumers ignore their private signal when deciding whether to use the service. We consider a setting where in each period, 2n consumers arrive at the provider and decide whether they want to use the service.8 More specifically, the timing of the model is 8



The assumption of an even number of consumers allows us to avoid tie-breaking, but is not crucial for
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as follows. At the start of the game, t = −1, the seller can set a capacity constraint K ≤ 2n. This capacity choice is irreversible and limits potential sales in each period (i.e. how many consumers can use the service), which cannot exceed capacity. The state of the world is realized at t = 0, which in particular implies that the constraint itself does not contain any information about service quality. In each period t ∈ [1, ∞), 2n consumers arrive and observe both capacity and total sales from the consumers who arrived in period t − 1. That is, consumers do not directly observe how many wanted to use the service (i.e. quantity demanded) in the previous period, but only how many actually used the service (i.e. quantity sold). Notice that a sellout in period t − 1, where sales equal capacity, need not imply that demand precisely equaled capacity. Thus, a capacity constraint can potentially limit the information available to consumers about each others’ behavior. Each of the 2n consumers who arrive in period t choose whether they want to use the service based on (i) prior beliefs about quality, β, (ii) a private signal, s, and (iii) observed sales from the previous cohort.9 If more than K consumers want to use the service in period t, a random selection of them are served, and the remaining consumers have to use their outside option. All period-t consumers then leave the market forever, and a new cohort of 2n consumers arrives in period t + 1. The service provider receives a fixed profit per consumer who uses the service, which we normalize to 1. He discounts profits in future periods with a factor of δ, and sets K so as to maximize expected discounted future profits. our analysis. 9 In our setting it does not matter whether a consumer observes only sales in the previous cohort, or in all previous cohorts. This assumption might matter in other social learning models, as we discuss in Section 4.
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Analysis



We look at the basic trade-off faced by the service provider. On the one hand, setting a capacity constraint limits potential sales. On the other hand, the constraint can potentially prevent consumers from learning information that the provider finds unfavorable. This trade-off is the main focus of this section of the paper. Let P (i, N ) denote the probability of i signals being good, out of a total of N ∈ N signals:    N  i (1) P (i, N ) = βα (1 − α)N −i + (1 − β)αN −i (1 − α)i . i We can now write the conditional probability of quality being good, if consumers know there were precisely i good signals: P (G ∩ i, N ) P (i, N )  N P (g|G)i P (b|G)N −i P (G)  = i N P (g)i P (b)N −i i



P (G|i, N ) =



= since terms



N i







P (g|G)i P (b|G)N −i P (G) , P (g|G)i P (b|G)N −i P (G) + P (g|B)i P (b|B)N −i P (B)



cancel. Using our notation, we can rewrite this conditional probability as



P (G|i, N ) =



βαi (1 − α)N −i . βαi (1 − α)N −i + (1 − β)αN −i (1 − α)i



(2)



We assume that in the absence of additional information, a consumer wants to buy if her signal was good but not if it was bad. This assumption is necessary for our analysis to be non-trivial, and it amounts to the following. Assumption 2. We assume that parameters α, β, and r are such that P (G|0, 1) < r < P (G|1, 1) By Assumption 2, consumers in the first cohort follow their own signal. Suppose that there is no capacity constraint, so the seller is unconstrained, and that consumers in the 9



second cohort observe that more than n consumers used the service in period 1. In this case, each consumer in the second cohort will use the service regardless of her own signal (i.e there is a positive cascade). This is because P (G|i, 2n + 1) is strictly increasing in i and P (G|n + 1, 2n + 1) =



βαn+1 (1 − α)n = βαn+1 (1 − α)n + (1 − β)αn (1 − α)n+1 βα = P (G|1, 1) > r, βα + (1 − β)(1 − α)



by Assumption 2. In the similar way, if fewer than n consumers used the service in period 1, then consumers in the second cohort will not use the service regardless of their private signal (i.e there is a negative cascade), since βαn (1 − α)n+1 P (G|n, 2n + 1) = = βαn (1 − α)n+1 + (1 − β)αn+1 (1 − α)n β(1 − α) = P (G|0, 1) < r. β(1 − α) + (1 − β)α Finally, if exactly n out of 2n consumers used the service in period 1, then each consumer in the second cohort will follow her own private signal. This is because observed sales then provide no information about product quality. Once a cascade has started it will continue indefinitely, since consumers in cohort t who observe that all those in cohort t − 1 used the service will infer that one of the following occurred: either a positive cascade was already triggered prior to period t − 1, possibly preceeded by multiple periods where exactly n consumers used the service; or exactly n consumers used the service in each of these previous periods. Either way, all consumers in cohort t find it optimal to use the service, regardless of their own signal. The same reasoning applies if consumers in cohort t observe sales of zero, in which case they will all choose not to use the service.10 Combining these observations allows us to write down the profit of a seller that remains 10



The fact that cascades last forever is a standard result in the literature (see, e.g. Proposition 3 in Sgroi



(2002)).
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unconstrained: πU =



2n X i=1



2n X δ iP (i, 2n) + δP (n, 2n)πU + 2nP (i, 2n). 1 − δ i=n+1



(3)



Looking at (3), the first term gives expected sales in period 1, the second term gives expected sales as of period 2 if period-1-sales are equal to n, and the third term corresponds to discounted sales as of period 2 if period-1-sales exceed n and generate a positive cascade. Period-1-sales of less than n will generate a negative cascade, with zero profits in all subsequent periods. To show that the seller may sometimes want to restrict capacity, we start by specifying the evolution of consumer beliefs and the seller profit function, for a given capacity constraint K ≤ n.11 Consider a consumer in cohort l + 1 who receives a bad signal, realizes there were sellouts in all l previous periods, and believes that all consumers in these cohorts followed their own private signals. Let γ(l, K) denote this consumer’s belief that the state is good. Then, P (G ∩ b, l sellouts) = P (G ∩ b, l sellouts) + P (B ∩ b, l sellouts) l P  j 2n 2n 2n−j α (1 − α) (1 − α)β j=K j P l P  2n 2n 2n j (1 − α)2n−j (1 − α)β α + α(1 − β) j=K j j=K



γ(l, K) =



l . (4)  2n−j j α (1 − α)



2n j



This consumer will ignore her own bad signal and use the service if γ(l, K) > r. It is easy to spot that selling out in period 1 does not necessarily guarantee a cascade. Consumers in the second cohort expect that, on average, a fraction of 1 − α consumers in the first cohort make the wrong decision, so that a single sellout may not be persuasive enough to shift consumer behavior, especially if capacity is low. In particular, holding K fixed, the condition P2n P (G|i, 2n + 1)P (i, 2n) > r > P (G|0, 1) γ(1, K) = i=K P2n P (i, 2n) i=K 11



(5)



A capacity constraint of K ≥ n + 1 will never be optimal, even though selling out at this capacity would



immediately generate a positive cascade. This is because period-1 sales of at least n + 1 will also trigger a cascade if the seller is unconstrained.
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might not be satisfied for a particular choice of parameters. However, with each subsequent sellout, consumers become more and more optimistic about the quality of service. Lemma 1 shows that this optimism grows without bound, in that consumers’ belief that the quality is good tends to 1 as l approaches infinity. Lemma 1. For all 1 ≤ K ≤ n, consumer beliefs γ(l, K) are increasing in l, with liml→∞ γ(l, K) = 1. Proof. See Appendix. Let L = {l : γ(l, K) > r}, which is non-empty by Assumption 2 and Lemma 1. Denote the smallest element of L by L. Given capacity constraint K, L is precisely the number of consecutive sellouts that are necessary as of period 1 in order to generate a positive cascade. We can now write seller profits for a given constraint K and resulting value of L. Denote PK−1 P η(K) ≡ 2n i=0 iP (i, 2n) – expected i=K P (i, 2n) – the probability of a sellout, and S(K) ≡ sales if there is no sell out. Not selling out in any of the first L periods not only fails to generate a positive cascade; it immediately triggers a negative cascade.12 It follows that the profit function can be written as



π(K) =



1 − [δη(K)]L [δη(K)]L [S(K) + Kη(K)] + K. 1 − δη(K) 1−δ



(6)



To show that there exists a region of parameters where it is profitable to restrict capacity, we focus on the case where selling out once at capacity K immediately triggers a cascade, i.e. L = 1. Suppose the seller sets K ≤ n and sells out in the first period. A consumer in the 12



The logic is as follows. Suppose that L0 ≤ L is the first period where there is no sellout. Since the



sellouts in all previous periods did not trigger a positive cascade, it must be that a consumer in cohort L0 , who receives a bad signal, believes that the probability of the good state is less than r. These are the same beliefs held by a consumer in cohort L0 + 1 who receives a good signal, having observed sales of exactly n − 1 in period L0 . Thus, if there is no sellout in period L0 (i.e. sales strictly less than K ≤ n), then consumers in cohort L0 + 1 have an incentive not to use the service, regardless of their own signal.
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second cohort who receives a bad private signal, s = b, will use the service if her belief that the state is G is higher than the reservation value, so if condition (5) is satisfied. Observing a sellout makes her more optimistic about the state, compared to the counterfactual of having no information about period-1-sales and just relying on her private information: γ(1, K) > γ(0, K) = P (G|0, 1) by Lemma 1. Thus, for any (α, β, n), and any K ≤ n, there are values of r satisfying γ(1, K) > r > P (G|0, 1), so for which condition (5) holds. For these parameter values, a single sellout leads the consumer to ignore her private signal and generates a positive cascade. The profit of a seller that sets a capacity constraint K ≤ n satisfying (5) are πC (K) =



2n X i=1



2n δ X KP (i, 2n). iP (i, 2n) + (K − i)P (i, 2n) + 1 − δ i=K i=K+1 2n X



(7)



The trade-off to restricting capacity is as follows. The seller loses i − K in period-1 sales, compared to being unconstrained, if there are i ≥ K +1 good signals in period 1. If moreover there are i ≥ n + 1 good signals in period 1, then he also loses 2n − K in each subsequent period, since an unconstrained seller would also experience a positive cascade. But if there are K ≤ i ≤ n−1 good signals in period 1, then the seller gains K in each subsequent period, since the constraint is what generates a positive (rather than a negative) cascade. The seller also gains if there are precisely i = n good signals in period 1, since consumers in the second cohort would then have followed their own private signals if the seller was unconstrained. The following Theorem shows that restricting capacity, to any level, can at times increase seller profits. Theorem 1. For any n > 1, K ≤ n and δ >



q



2n−K , 2n



there are (α, β) ∈ (0, 1)2 and r > 0 for



which the seller can increase its profit above the unconstrained level by restricting capacity to K. Remarkably, for any capacity constraint K ≤ n, parameters can be found such that (i) selling out a single time at this capacity triggers a cascade, and (ii) setting this constraint 13



generates higher profits than remaining unconstrained. As such, Theorem 1 identifies situations where it is optimal to restrict capacity. It does not state that for arbitrary K, there exists parameters such that K is the optimal constraint, or that selling out once at the optimal constraint must necessarily trigger a cascade. The proof of Theorem 1 relies on constructing a sequence (αm , βm ) such that demand of exactly K from consumers in the first cohort become arbitrary more likely than any strictly higher demand. This sequence has the property that αm → 1 and βm → 0 as m becomes large, which implies that the environment becomes increasingly pessimistic: quality is likely bad and consumers are likely to learn about it. As the environment becomes more unpromising, the probability of any positive number of good signals falls. But in particular, the probability of i > K good signals falls very quickly relative to the probability of exactly i = K good signals, so that restricting capacity to K becomes unlikely to cost the seller any sales. Naturally, in a very optimistic environment, early sales are likely to be high and generate a positive cascade. It is then optimal to remain unconstrained. This result is summarized in the following Proposition. Proposition 1. Suppose that



P2n



i=n+1



P (i, 2n) ≥ 1/2. Then the seller should not set a



capacity constraint: πU > πC (K) for all K ≤ n. Proof. See Appendix. Although it only makes sense to restrict capacity when the environment is quite unpromising, the situation need not be extreme. Our proof considers the simultaneous case of low prior beliefs and high signal precision, where constrained profits exceed unconstrained profits but are nonetheless very low. Our numerical analysis, presented below, shows that restricting capacity can also be beneficial for parameters that are far from this limit case, and for which the optimal constraint generates reasonably high profits.
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Figure 1: Seller profits and L. n=10, δ=0.8, α=0.7, β=0.05, r=0.05
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n=10, δ=0.95, α=0.7, β=0.15, r=0.1
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n=10, δ=0.8, α=0.9, β=0.001, r=0.008
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This analysis is presented in Figure 1. The panels on the left-hand-side compare unconstrained profits to profits with a capacity constraint, as a function of K. Each panel does so for different values of α, β, and δ, where the number of consumers in each cohort is fixed at 2n = 20. The panels on the right-hand-side describe the minimum number of sellouts needed to generate a positive cascade, L, as a function of K, for these same parameter values. The numerical analysis provides us with a few interesting observations. First, profits can still be quite substantial in situations where restricting capacity is optimal, where β can be significantly larger than zero and α (along with δ) can be much lower than one. Second, for different parameter values, the optimal capacity constraint can take on a variety of values. Some are closer to K = n = 10, in panels 1(a) and 1(c), whereas the optimal constraint in panel 1(e) is K = 1. Third, for low levels of K, the seller needs multiple sellouts to trigger the cascade, i.e. L > 1. The smaller the constraint, the greater the number of sellouts that are needed, since each sellout shifts consumer beliefs by a smaller amount. Fourth, the optimal constraint does not always yield L = 1. Although this is the case for panels 1(a)-1(d), it is not for panels 1(e)-1(f), where the seller must sell out thirty four(!) times at an optimal capacity of K = 1 to start a cascade. This latter situation is typical for very pessimistic scenarios. Fifth, profits might not be quasi-concave in K and sudden jumps can occur. There are three main forces created by changes in K: larger K gives a lower chance of a sellout in any given period, higher sales conditional on selling out or on being in a positive cascade, and may also mean that fewer sellouts are necessary for the cascade to begin. When multiple sellouts are required to trigger a cascade, the balance between these forces might swing very sharply. In particular, panels 1(e)-1(f) show that increasing K from 5 to 6 reduces the number of sellouts necessary to start a cascade from L = 2 to L = 1, which pushes up profits. To provide a better idea about which values of (α, β) can make it optimal to restrict capacity, we impose r = γ(0, 1), and compute the region of (α, β)-space for which there
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Figure 2: Region where restricting capacity can be optimal



is some constraint K that increase profits over the unconstrained level. We do so for two cases with different numbers of consumers. For each case, Figure 2 displays the region where restricting capacity is optimal, in dark grey for n = 10 and light grey for n = 150. Different points in each region correspond to different values of r and to different optimal constraints.13 Figure 2 shows that the parameter region for which restricting capacity can be optimal is larger in the case with a larger number of consumers. It also illustrates an interesting interaction between the precision of the signal and the prior. When the signal is very imprecise (α ≈ 1/2), it is relatively likely that at least half of consumers will buy, regardless of the state. The seller then finds it optimal to remain unconstrained and bet on generating a positive cascade. As signal precision increases, an unconstrained seller becomes increasingly likely to experience a negative cascade in situations where the state is bad. This makes it 13



Figure 2 can be seen as the counterpart to Theorem 1. In the figure, a particular pair (α, β) is included



in the shaded region if and only if there exist values of K ≤ n, r, and δ such that (i) selling out once triggers a positive cascade (which is always achieved by an appropriate choice of r), and (ii) constrained profits exceed unconstrained profits.
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optimal to restrict capacity when the bad state is sufficiently likely, so for small values of β. A further increase in signal precision has two effects: it makes restricting capacity increasingly helpful when the state is bad, but increasingly harmful when the state is good, since in the latter case a positive cascade is very likely without a constraint. For intermediate values of α, the first effect dominates. Restricting capacity can then be optimal for values of β in a reasonably large range. The second effect dominates when α is sufficiently large, because a positive cascade is then only likely in the bad state if there is a very low constraint, and such a constraint dramatically reduces profits if the state turns out to be good. For α ≈ 1, restricting capacity in this way can only make sense if the good state is extremely unlikely, so if β ≈ 0. Figure 3 explicitly shows the size of the optimal capacity constraint when n = 10. It depicts this capacity on the vertical axis, for each point (α, β) in the horizontal plane. The most striking feature in the region where restricting capacity can be profitable is that an increase in signal precision always decreases the size of the optimal constraint. The reason for this negative relationship is that restricting capacity generally only pays off in the bad state. When the signal is very precise, sales are likely to be very low when the state is bad, so that the firm can only hide information from consumers by setting a low constraint. Figure 3: Size of the optimal constraint
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Figure 4: Comparative statics in α and β n=8, δ=0.95, β=0.1, r=0.1
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The comparative statics in Figure 4 further illustrate how signal precision and the ex ante probability of the state being good affect seller profits. Each panel depicts profits both when the seller restricts capacity to the optimal K ≤ n, and when it remains unconstrained. Holding fixed the probability of the good state, constrained profits exceed constrained profits for intermediate levels of signal precision, but not when precision is quite high or low. Moreover, for a fixed signal precision, the seller finds it optimal to restrict capacity when the bad state is sufficiently likely, and otherwise prefers to remain unconstrained. Naturally, the higher the precision of the signal (provided that β < 1/2), or the smaller the probability of the good state, the lower the profits. Although the result of Theorem 1 holds for a range of sufficiently high δ, intuitively the seller should have more incentive to restrict capacity when δ is particularly large. This is because a capacity constraint always reduces expected profits in period 1 and can only generate potential gains in the periods that follow. The following Proposition formulates this monotonicity result: for small values of δ the seller tends to be unconstrained, while for large δ it pays off to limit capacity. Proposition 2. Suppose that for parameters (α, β, r, n, K, δ0 ), we have πC (K) = πU , and that condition (5) holds, so that selling out at capacity K in period 1 triggers a positive 19



cascade. Then for (α, β, r, n, K, δ 0 ) such that δ 0 > δ0 the seller strictly prefers to limit capacity to K, rather than be unconstrained, i.e. πC (K) > πU , and for (α, β, r, n, K, δ 0 ) such that δ 0 < δ0 the seller prefers to be unconstrained, rather than limit capacity to K, i.e. πC (K) < πU . Proof. See Appendix. Two remarks are in order. The first is that Proposition 2 gives an additional insight into the situations captured earlier by Theorem 1. Theorem 1 shows that for any given (n, K) with 1 ≤ K ≤ n, we can find parameter values (α, β, r) and δ such that condition (5) holds, and it is more profitable to restrict capacity to K than it is to remain unconstrained. It can never be profitable to restrict capacity when δ is sufficiently close to 0, since a constraint always limits expected period-1-sales. Notice moreover that profits are continuous in δ. Thus, for any parameter values that give πC (K) > πU in Theorem 1, we can say the following, holding all parameters other than δ constant: profits with capacity constraint K will exceed unconstrained profits as long as δ exceeds a threshold value, where the threshold corresponds to πC (K) = πU in Proposition 2. The second remark is that Proposition 2 compares the unconstrained case to a seller with some constraint K, not necessarily the optimal K. In particular, the result does not state that for δ 0 < δ the seller should be unconstrained, it just states that the seller can improve by removing the constraint. The seller may potentially do even better still by moving to some other, possibly larger, constraint K 0 . In our analysis, we assumed that the seller cannot adjust capacity over time. This assumption is not crucial. If a seller could adjust its capacity, it would set it at the optimal level in the first period and then, in the case of a positive cascade, remove the constraint. This insight only reinforces our result that restricting capacity can be optimal, as future gains following a cascade would no longer be bounded by the size of the initial constraint. However, the fact that the seller could adjust capacity over time would affect the optimal value of K. Since the losses from setting a low constraint would be limited by a single 20



period, the seller would be more aggressive in period 1 in order to increase the probability of a sellout (provided that one sellout triggers a cascade), and then capture the resulting gains in future periods.14 The following Proposition formally describes this result. Proposition 3. Suppose that K1 is the optimal period-1 capacity constraint when the seller can adjust capacity over time, and that K0 is the optimal constraint when the seller cannot do so. Suppose furthermore that selling out once at either K0 or K1 triggers a positive cascade, i.e. condition (5) holds for both constraints. Then K0 ≥ K1 . Proof. See Appendix.
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Discussion and Conclusions



In this paper, we show that a firm can benefit from limiting capacity, as sellouts make consumers more optimistic about product quality. Capacity constraints are a useful tool in many industries. For example, Ferrari will decide on the production number of a particular model well before putting it on the production line. All cars may even be sold out before production actually begins. If we treat each new Ferrari model as a new period, their sales correspond closely to the picture in our model: there is a persistent positive cascade, with repeated sellouts in subsequent periods. Moreover, as most luxury car producers die out fairly soon, one can argue that this industry corresponds broadly to the conditions for optimality of capacity restriction in our analysis: ex ante beliefs about quality should be relatively low, relative to consumers’ outside options (and in practice also relative to the price). In the restaurant industry, between 59 and 95 percent of new restaurants shut down 14



By this same logic, if the seller could adjust its capacity over time, and only cared about influencing



consumer inference so as to maximize expected profits as of period 2, then it would be even more aggressive in period 1. The optimal period-1-capacity would then never exceed the lowest K ≤ n that satisfies condition (5), if such a K exists, since this constraint would maximize the probability of immediately triggering a positive cascade.
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in their first three years15 , which again suggests that ex ante beliefs about quality should be quite low. That being said, when restaurants do succeed (so when realized quality turns out to be high), demand can far exceed supply, resulting in long waiting lists. To put our mechanism driving capacity restrictions into broader context, notice that the firm here effectively tries to hide information from consumers. That is, if the firm sets a capacity constraint and demand then exceeds capacity, consumers are left with coarser information than they would have received if the firm had remained unconstrained. This is in stark contrast to Debo et al. (2012), as described in the Introduction, where precisely the opposite occurs: the firm may reduce service speed in order to reveal information to consumers, not to hide it. Slow service tends to generate a relatively long queue, which suggests to uninformed consumers that demand is likely high. Our notion of restricting service to hide information from consumers also differs from Stock and Balachander (2005), who consider (as in Debo et al. (2012)) a firm that knows its own quality. They show that the firm may choose to ration uninformed consumers with positive probability, in order to reveal to these consumers that earlier demand was likely high. Callander and H¨orner (2009) consider how a capacity constraint can limit consumer information about demand, but in a setting where some consumers are better informed than others. They are interested in whether it can then be optimal for consumers to follow the decision taken by the minority, rather than the majority, of earlier arrivals. The assumption of limited capacity mainly serves to simplify their analysis in a setting with continuous time, random consumers arrivals, and turnover. They do not consider whether restricting capacity can increase profits, which is the main focus of our analysis. Papanastasiou et al. (2014) show that a firm may hide information from consumers in a setting with social learning, but in a very different context from ours, where rationing is driven by bounded rationality. They assume that consumers who arrive later to the market 15



See http://possector.com/management/restaurant-failure.
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observe the product reviews from those who purchased earlier. However, these consumers do not correctly use Bayes’ rule in inferring product quality from the reviews. This may lead the firm to impose early shortages, if restricting sales can lead to better reviews on average. Unlike this work, our analysis does not rely on assumptions of bounded rationality, and hence gives insights into strategic situations with sophisticated consumers. Johnson and Myatt (2006) also consider a firm’s incentive to hide or provide information, but they focus on information that drives up the willingness to pay of some consumers and drives down that of others. Providing this information rotates the demand curve by increasing the dispersion of consumer valuations. In contrast, in our setting, revealing information has the same effect on all consumers, leading to a shift in demand in any particular cohort, rather than a rotation. Dispersion also plays a role in our analysis but in a different way. We show that hiding information from consumers can be attractive in situations that appear a priori to be quite grim, where most consumers likely have the same low valuation, because most of them likely receive the same negative signal. In a slightly modified version of our setting, the fact that a capacity constraint can hide information from consumers would likely do more than increase the probability of a positive cascade; it may well also increase cascade stability. We show that if the firm restricts capacity, and there is a positive cascade, then consumers will observe a sell out in each period but not the exact level of demand. This hidden information about excess demand does not matter in our setting because signals are boundedly informative and cascades last forever. But this would likely change if we assumed there was always a small probability that each consumer followed her own signal, either because her private signal was too strong to ignore, or because she was a ‘resolute’ or ‘naive’ behavioral type. A consumer who observed that others refused to buy would then become less optimistic about product quality, which could potentially reverse a positive cascade. This ties in with the notion from Bikhchandani et al. (1992) and Bikhchandani et al. (1998) that cascades may sometimes be fragile. But
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for a capacity-constrained firm with excess demand, a consumer will only notice that others refuse to buy in the rare event that at least 2n − K + 1 do so simultaneously, since only then would the firm fail to sell out. It may appear surprising that a firm which does not initially know its own quality, and faces consumers who are fully rational, can still successfully engage in persuasion. Here we mean persuasion in the sense of manipulating the information available to consumers so as to increase profits. The reason persuasion is possible in our setting is that overall profits are highly non-linear in period-2 beliefs, and hence in period-1 sales. In order to generate a positive purchase cascade, consumers in the second cohort must observe sales that push their beliefs about quality over a threshold value. This threshold would leave a consumer indifferent about buying if she herself received a bad signal. By setting the appropriate capacity constraint, the firm can increase the probability that period-2 beliefs exceed this threshold. This can help the firm despite the fact that consumers are not fooled on average. Now we briefly discuss the role of various assumptions in our paper. The fact that consumers arrive in cohorts is not very important, provided that the first 2n consumers do not observe one another’s actions. Later stages of the model can be adapted for a wide class of arrival processes, assuming that a capacity constraint limits the number of consumers who can be served within a certain time frame. The assumption of bounded private signals is important in our case as it insures that cascades are persistent. If this assumption were relaxed (and all previous sales were observed) then social learning would be asymptotically efficient. Our assumption that the firm sets capacity before knowing product quality also plays an important role, as otherwise the firm and consumers would engage in a senderreceiver game with potentially quite different outcomes. We assume throughout that consumers in each cohort only observe sales in the cohort that immediately precedes them. As argued in Section 3, our results would remain unchanged if consumers could observe sales from each and every previous cohort. Our results would
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also remain unchanged if consumers could only observe total sales from all cohorts that preceded them. In any particular cohort, all signals realisations except for (at most) one will immediately trigger a cascade, and cascades last forever, which allows consumers who observe total sales to infer the precise earlier sales path. It is certainly true that assumptions about observability might matter in other social learning models.16 Behavior would also change in our setting if we assumed, for example, that consumers were uncertain about the identity of their own cohort, and only observed sales from a random sample of earlier cohorts. But while this assumption would affect consumer beliefs, there is little to suggest that it would affect the mechanism driving our results on capacity constraints. Consumers who observed a sellout from any earlier cohort would still infer that demand might have exceeded capacity, making them more optimistic about product quality. When deciding whether to restrict capacity, the seller would consider this positive effect of sellouts on consumer beliefs, along with the negative effect of constraining sales in each cohort, just as in our analysis.



Appendix: Proofs Proof of Lemma 1. Denote  2n  X 2n j A≡ α (1 − α)2n−j j j=K B≡



 2n  X 2n j=K



j



α2n−j (1 − α)j



Then expression γ(l, K) < γ(l + 1, K) is equivalent to (1 − α)βAl+1 (1 − α)βAl < (1 − α)βAl + α(1 − β)B l (1 − α)βAl+1 + α(1 − β)B l+1 16



See the argument in Acemoglu et al. (2011). Indeed, in the particular settings examined by C ¸ elen and



Kariv (2004) and Callander and H¨ orner (2009), assuming full observability of earlier actions would affect their results.
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which holds if and only if B < A. Now as  2n  K−1 X X 2n 2n j 2n−j A= α (1 − α) =1− αj (1 − α)2n−j j j j=0 j=K B=



 2n  X 2n j=K



j



α



2n−j



j



(1 − α) = 1 −



K−1 X j=0



 2n 2n−j α (1 − α)j j



condition B < A is equivalent to K−1 X j=0



 K−1 X 2n 2n 2n−j j α (1 − α) > αj (1 − α)2n−j j j j=0



which always holds as each term α2n−j (1 − α)j > αj (1 − α)2n−j as long as j ≤ K ≤ n and α > 1/2. Thus, γ(l, K) increases in l. Moreover, we can rewrite γ(l, K) =



(1 − α)β (1 − α)β + α(1 − β)



 B l A



which, as B < A, approaches 1 with l approaching infinity.



Proof of Theorem 1. From the text preceding the Theorem we know that it is possible to choose r in such a way, that cascade occurs after one sellout for any (α, β, K, n). Now, rearrange the terms in (3) to obtain



[1 − δP (n, 2n)]πU = S1 + where S1 =



P2n



i=1



iP (i, 2n) and S2 =



P2n



i=n+1



δ 2nS2 , 1−δ



(8)



P (i, 2n). Note that as long as α < 1, the term



[1 − δP (n, 2n)] is bounded away from 0. In a similar way, 2n X



n−1 X δ πC (K) = S1 − (i − K)P (i, 2n) + K[ P (i, 2n) + P (n, 2n) + S2 ] > 1 − δ i=K i=K n−1 X S1 − (2n − K)[ P (i, 2n) + P (n, 2n) + S2 ] + i=K
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n−1 X δ K[ P (i, 2n) + P (n, 2n) + S2 ], 1 − δ i=K



where the inequality follows from replacing all terms (i − K) with the larger term 2n − K. Moreover, for δ >



2n−K 2n



the penultimate term is smaller than the discounted sum of future



profits, and thus πC (K) > S1 +



δK − (2n − K)(1 − δ) [P (n, 2n) + S2 ] 1−δ



This implies that πC (K = n) > πU if   δK − (2n − K)(1 − δ) δ S1 + [P (n, 2n) + S2 ] [1 − δP (n, 2n)] ≥ S1 + 2nS2 , 1−δ 1−δ which can be rewritten as − δP (n, 2n)S1 +



δK − (2n − K)(1 − δ) P (n, 2n)[1 − δP (n, 2n)] ≥ 1−δ S2 {2nδ − [δK − (2n − K)(1 − δ)][1 − δP (n, 2n)]} . 1−δ



S1 is just the first period expected sales for an unconstrained seller, which implies S1 < 2n. Thus, the above inequality holds as long as P (n, 2n) {[δK − (2n − K)(1 − δ)][1 − δP (n, 2n)] − 2nδ(1 − δ)} ≥ 1−δ S2 {2nδ − [δK − (2n − K)(1 − δ)][1 − δP (n, 2n)]} 1−δ Now note that for all δ ∈ (0, 1), the expression fR ≡ 2nδ − [δK − (2n − K)(1 − δ)][1 − δP (n, 2n)] = 2δ 2 nP (n, 2n) + (2n − K)[1 − δP (n, 2n)] is always positive. Moreover, the expression fL ≡ [δK − (2n − K)(1 − δ)][1 − δP (n, 2n)] − 2nδ(1 − δ) √ is also strictly positive if δ >



[(2n−K)P (n,2n)]2 +8n(2n−K)[1−P (n,2n)]−(2n−K)P (n,2n) 4n−4nP (n,2n)



q



≡ δ ∗ (P (n, 2n); n, K),



where the critical value δ ∗ (P (n, 2n); n, K) is increasing in P (n, 2n), equals 2n−K at P (n, 2n) = 2n q 0, and approaches 1 as P (n, 2n) → 1. Note, that 2n−K > 2n−K , and therefore condition 2n 2n 27



we used for the approximation of the constrained profit is automatically satisfied as long as q  p δ > 2n−K (2n − K)/2n, 1 such that the . Thus, for any P (n, 2n) < 1, there exists δ ∈ 2n right-hand-side of P (n, 2n) fR P (n, 2n) ≥ = P2n S2 fL i=n+1 P (i, 2n)



(9)



is positive and finite. Moreover, such δ can be chosen arbitrarily close to



q



2n−K , 2n



as long as



P (n, 2n) is sufficiently close to zero. Now, we focus on the ratio on the left-hand-side of (9). This left-hand-side becomes arbitrarily large as α tends to 1 and β tends to zero. In order to see this rewrite the left hand side of (9) as P (n, 2n) = P2n P2n β i=n+1 i=n+1 P (i, 2n)



2n n α)2n−i







 2n αi (1 − i



αn (1 − α)n P + (1 − β) 2n i=n+1



 . α2n−i (1 − α)i
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Now, our aim is to show that for any arbitrary M , we can find (α, β) such that !  X 2n P (n, 2n) P (i, 2n) > M.



(10)



i=n+1



Denote     2n  2n  X X 2n n 2n i 2n 2n−i n 2n−i Aα = α (1 − α) , Bα = α (1 − α) , Cα = α (1 − α)i n i i i=n+1 i=n+1 Then, inequality (10) holds if Aα − C α M >β M (Bα − Cα ) Now take a sequence αm → 1. Note that Bαm > Cαm for all α > 1/2. p Recall that for any δ > (2n − K)/2n, there exists a (sufficiently small) value P , such that fL > 0 holds for all P (n, 2n) < P . Note as well that limαm →1 P (n, 2n) = 0. Therefore, there exists an index m0 such that, for all m > m0 , fL is positive, so the ratio fR /fL is bounded from above. From the definition of Aαm and Cαm , we have Aαm = lim P2n lim αm →1 αm →1 Cαm i=n+1



2n  n 2n n−i (1 αm i
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− αm )i−n



= ∞.



Thus, for any M , there exists m1 such that, for all m > m1 , the expression Aαm > Cαm M holds. Now define a sequence βm =



Aαm −Cαm M 17 . 2M (Bαm −Cαm )



It follows that for any m >



max{m0 , m1 }, the ratio of probabilities in (10) is arbitrary large, while fR /fL is bounded, and hence the constrained profit is larger than the unconstrained.



Proof of Proposition 1. First, notice that πC (K) 



2n X i=1



2n δ X iP (i, 2n) + KP (i, 2n) 1 − δ i=K



and πU >



2n X i=1



2n X δ iP (i, 2n) + 2nP (i, 2n) 1 − δ i=n+1



Hence, 2n 2n X δ δ X πU − πC (K) > KP (i, 2n) 2nP (i, 2n) − 1 − δ i=n+1 1 − δ i=K



or, equivalently, δ πU − πC (K) > 1−δ



2n X



(2n − K)P (i, 2n) −



i=n+1



n X



! KP (i, 2n)



i=K



The result then follows from 2n − K ≥ K and



P2n



i=n+1



P (i, 2n) ≥ 1/2 ≥



Pn



i=K



P (i, 2n).



Proof of Proposition 2. Write out the profits of constrained and unconstrained firms at some δ assuming (5) holds. πC (K) =



2n X i=1



πU =



2n δ X KP (i, 2n) iP (i, 2n) + (K − i)P (i, 2n) + 1 − δ i=K i=K+1



2n X i=1
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2n X



2n X δ iP (i, 2n) + δP (n, 2n)πU + 2nP (i, 2n) 1 − δ i=n+1



Since Aαm and Cαm both approach zero as αm → 1, while Bαm approaches one, we have βm ∈ (0, 1) for



sufficiently large m, with limm→∞ βm = 0
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Comparing and simplifying shows that πC (K) − πU = δ 1 − δp1 |



K−



2n X



 iP (i, 2n) p1 − (2n − K)p2 +



i=0



{z



≡X(δ)



!  δ  p1 (1 − p1 − p2 )K − (2n − K)p2 1−δ } −



2n X



(i − K)P (i, 2n)
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where p1 = P (n, 2n) and p2 =



P2n



i=n+1



P (i, 2n). Denote the first term of this expression as



X(δ). As πC (K) = πU given discount factor δ0 we get X(δ0 ) =



2n X



(i − K)P (i, 2n) > 0



i=K+1



. We consider four possible cases. First case: K −



P2n



i=0



 iP (i, 2n) p1 − (2n − K)p2 < 0



and p1 (1 − p1 − p2 )K − (2n − K)p2 < 0. Then X(δ 0 ) < 0 for all δ 0 ∈ (0, 1], which is a contradiction. Second case: K −



P2n



 iP (i, 2n) p1 −(2n−K)p2 > 0 and p1 (1−p1 −p2 )K −(2n−K)p2 < i=0



0. This in turn implies
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2n X



 iP (i, 2n) p1 > p1 (1 − p1 − p2 )K,



i=0



or equivalently 2n X



KP (i, 2n) >



i=n



2n X



iP (i, 2n)



i=0



which cannot hold by K ≤ n (we have πC (K) < πU whenever n + 1 ≤ K ≤ 2n − 1).  P Third case: K− 2n i=0 iP (i, 2n) p1 −(2n−K)p2 > 0 and p1 (1−p1 −p2 )K−(2n−K)p2 > 0. Then X(δ) is strictly increasing in δ, and we have our result.  P Fourth case: K − 2n i=0 iP (i, 2n) p1 −(2n−K)p2 < 0 and p1 (1−p1 −p2 )K −(2n−K)p2 > 0. Then the expression in large brackets in X(δ) is strictly increasing in the discount factor. 30



Moreover, this expression is negative for δ sufficiently small, and positive for δ sufficiently large. Thus, there exists δ 00 such that X(δ) is negative for all δ < δ 00 , and equals zero when δ = δ 00 . Notice as well that X(δ) is strictly increasing in δ for all δ ≥ δ 00 . Putting things together, we have our result.



Proof of Proposition 3. The optimality of K0 and K1 implies:



2n X K0



2n X δ (K0 − i)P (i, 2n) + K0 P (i, 2n) 1−δ +1 i=K 0
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Summing it up yields



2n 2n X X δ δ K0 P (i, 2n) + 2n P (i, 2n) 1−δ 1 − δ i=K i=K 0



1



2n 2n X X δ δ ≥ K1 P (i, 2n) + 2n P (i, 2n) 1−δ 1 − δ i=K i=K 1



or 2n X



(2n − K1 )P (i, 2n) ≥
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2n X i=K0
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(2n − K0 )P (i, 2n)



0



which implies that K1 ≤ K0 as S(K) =



P2n



i=K (2n



− K)P (i, 2n) is a decreasing function



of K.
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